Vacuum Measurement Technique on Edentulous Upper Jaw
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ABSTRACT

Complete edentulism is a widespread problem in nowadays old society. Creating vacuum during the process of impression taking is an informal method for quality. The vacuum or the negative pressure has to be obtained and between soft tissues and denture base. The level of the vacuum depends on anatomical features of the prosthetic field and it is related to border molding technique and the type of impression materials. With this new technique the negative amount of the vacuum can be measured in bar units.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Impressions for complete dentures fabrication can be made by minimal (mucostatic), maximal (biting) and functional pressure. Minimal pressure technique does not affect of a normal blood supply and tissue-fluid circulation, but border zone can not be impressed correctly. The aim of a maximal pressure technique is to improve the border seal. The functional pressure technique is a successful solution to the problems with harmful pressure and incorrect impressing of the border areas (1). Selective pressure concept is advocated by Boucher in 1950. It combines the mucostatic and mucocompressive techniques. The mucosa of the alveolar ridges is thicker and stands to the pressure, whereas the mucosa, covering the palate and a midline is thin and non-resilient (2).

The value of the pressure depends of the type of impression materials. The pressure is not equal during the elastification of the materials. It decreases with almost 50% during the pressure of 0.5 kg/cm² (6). In similar study, with pressure 1 kg/cm² the decreasing was more than 80% (7).

II. RESEARCH METHOD

For the clinical testing, a special method for measuring the vacuum was created. The vacuum is informal indication for a good impression. For the purpose of the study, special custom tray by authors design was created.

The special tray was made on an anatomical model with a light cured custom tray material. The vestibular edges of the tray was 2 mm less than the gingiva-buccal sulcus of the gypsum pattern. Instead of a classically shaped handle, a sloping surface about 1.5 cm wide, covering approximately the area of the frontal teeth, was designed. This modification was necessary to ensure the smooth joining of the adapter and the elastic tubing connected to the pump. Therefore, the size and position of this sloping surface used for the handle varied depending on the depth of the palate and the position of the adapter. A circular hole, 7 mm in diameter was made on the midline by pressing the metallic part of the adapter, which secured the same 90-degree adapter 7 mm (Figure 1). For better retention between the photopolymer plate and the hot silicone, which are chemically incompatible, mechanical retentions of 0.7 mm wire for orthodontic purposes were made which were fixed around the palatal opening in the light-curing base plate prior to polymerization.

The custom tray thus formed (level of vestibular edges, inclined surface, palatal opening and retentions) was subjected to one-stage light polymerization. The grooves on the side of the adapter were also used for mechanical retention (Figure 2). The final bonding was performed by hot silicone for technical purposes, which sealed the hermetically sealed space between the photopolymer plate and the adapter, and tightly coupled individual parts of the custom tray designed for clinical vacuum measurement during the border molding procedure (Figure 3).
**Fig. 1.** Internal palatal surface of the designed custom tray

**Fig. 2.** Palatal surface of the custom tray with mechanical retentions before fixation of the adaptor

**Fig. 3.** Palatal surface of the custom tray after fixation of the adaptor with hot silicone
For the creation and measurement of the vacuum, a combined vacuum and pressure pump consisting of the following elements was used (Figure 4):

![Vacuum/pressure pump](image)

**Fig. 4.** Vacuum/pressure pump

1 - Pressure Gauge
2 - Working Part
3 - Ring To Change The Operating Mode
4 - Elastic Tube
5 – Handles

- Pressure gauge with a vertical zero value with maximum values of 3 bar for pressure and -1 bar for vacuum (negative pressure) (point 1 of figure 4)
- The working or the outgoing part - with conical shape and transverse retentions for a more stable fixation of the elastic tube (point 2 of figure 4)
- A plastic ring - sealed in its inner part by a rubber ring, which serves to change the mode of operation - creates a vacuum in extreme external position, in extreme internal - pressure (point 3 of figure 4).
- 6 mm flexible tube - for connecting and operating the pump and the individual impression tray (point 4 of figure 4).
- Handles for vacuum or pressure creation (item 5 of figure 4).

### III. TECHNIQUE VIEW

For each patient, four individual impression trays with a palatal adapter were made. Following chemical disinfection of the elements via *Zhivasept rapid*, the composition was clinically administered. First, silicone materials were tested because of their easy removal and cleaning of the custom tray. After manual mixing of the components of the condensation silicone *Sta-seal f(Detax)* (base mass and activator on drops), the impression mass was shaped like an elongate cylinder and placed at the edges of the individual tray. Next positioning, pressing and performing the functional tests on Herbst. It was necessary to wait for their final elasticity. Next step was to connect the elastic tube with the metal part of the adapter. The custom tray was held gently throughout the manipulation because the connecting tube was moderately rigid and there was a risk of shifting. The other end of the elastic tube was previously connected to the combined pump.

Vacuum suction was achieved until a stable and unchanging value of the pressure gauge was reached. Once the vacuum has been measured, to release the tray from the patient's mouth, the pump has to be switched to a pressure mode and, after repeated pumping, the system is painlessly desiccated (Figure 5).
The same procedure was repeated with the additive silicone Detaseal function (Detax). In this case, the two constituent components were of the same viscosity as that of the main mass of the condensation silicone Sta-seal f.

After the silicone impression materials, the thermoplastic impression materials (GC Iso functional sticks (GC), Impression Compound green sticks (Kerr)) were placed on the edge of the individual custom tray after heating the alcohol lamp.

IV. CONCLUSION

This measuring technique can be used with different impression materials, various functional tests, not only Herbst’s tests, and one- or two-phases impression techniques. It is possible to test different impression materials on one patient and by the measured vacuum to compare their properties.
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